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 !"Structured equation modelling of relationships among significant environmental predictors of SSD and species richness (latitude, annual precipitation, 
vegetation complexity), and response variables. Three models were fitted, describing (a) covariance between SSD and richness; (b) dependence of SSD on 
richness; (c) dependence of richness on SSD. Model (b) failed the goodness of fit test and was > 2 AIC units less informative than the best model. Neither of the 
models revealed significant dependence relationships between the response variables. Model (a) satisfied the goodness of fit test, was most informative according 
to AIC, and revealed significant correlation between SSD and Richness.  
 
#  $%$& 	%P& #χ
'
 df P ()*
%&
+ Latitude→SSD +0.279 (0.12) +2.431 (0.015) 3.83 3 0.28 15.83 
 Vegetation→SSD +0.661 (0.12) +5.556 (<0.001)     
 Rainfall→Richness 0.875 (0.12) 7.389 (<0.001)     
 SSD↔Richness +0.159 (0.08) +2.063 (0.039)     
% &
+ Latitude→SSD +0.233 (0.13) +1.778 (0.075) 9.283 3 0.03 21.28 
 Vegetation→SSD +0.667 (0.15) +4.507 (<0.001)     
 Rainfall→Richness 0.805 (0.13) 6.364 (<0.001)     
 Richness→SSD +0.057 (0.14) +0.407 (0.684)     
%&+
 Latitude→SSD +0.236 (0.13) +1.808 (0.071) 5.644 3 0.13 17.64 
 Vegetation→SSD +0.703 (0.13) +5.378 (<0.001)     
 Rainfall→Richness 0.685 (0.14) 4.744 (<0.001)     
 SSD → Richness  +0.265 (0.14) +1.833 (0.067)     
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